**Announcements:** No video session tonight, Sept. 2.

**read:** ERes: “From Faust to Strangelove (Haynes)”
(to get to ERes: http://eres.bucknell.edu/coursepage.asp?cid=827)

**due:** Wednesday September 4, 8 am

Hand your answers back to me either via email (kvollmay@bucknell.edu) or as hardcopy.

1. Summary of meeting at writing center.

2. Bring a cartoon (animated or stationary) which describes a scientist.

3. Ask a friend, what their view of science and scientists is. (I realized that our class seems to have undergone a preselection, in that most of you like science. Maybe talking with friends will broaden our spectrum of stereotypes.) You will present your results in class (discussion with everybody).